Beware of Phishing and Email Scams

1. Verify before clicking web links received over emails/SMS
2. Do not open suspicious emails claiming to be from known senders
3. Beware of possible malware in email attachments
4. Never share personal or financial information over the Internet
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WORK FROM HOME CYBER SECURITY TIPS

KEEP SOFTWARE & BROWSER UPDATED AND VISIT HTTPS WEBSITES ONLY
CREATE SECURE EMAIL & ONLINE ACCOUNTS
CHECK SOCIAL MEDIA PRIVACY SETTINGS FREQUENTLY
CREATE A STRONG PASSWORD & ENABLE WPA2 + AES SECURITY
DO NOT USE UNSECURE OR OPEN WI-FI FOR ONLINE TRANSACTIONS
What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.

What happens **ONLINE**, stays forever!

**THINK BEFORE YOU POST**

#STAYCYBERSAFE
National Cyber Security Awareness Month

Do you care for your online safety just as much as your home?

#STAYCYBERSAFE
DOUBLE-CHECK THE BENEFICIARY MOBILE NUMBER/ID BEFORE TRANSFERRING MONEY
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PASSWORDS ARE LIKE TOOTH BRUSHES

- CHOOSE A GOOD ONE
- CHANGE FREQUENTLY
- NEVER SHARE
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THINGS YOU DON’T SHARE
FREE KI HAR CHEEZ ACHHI NAHI HOTI!

Don’t use unsecure/open WiFi networks to make online payments
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Secure | https://

Be Smart About Online Transactions

ENSURE ONLINE BANKING WEBSITES ARE HTTPS SECURED
PASSWORD SECURITY RECIPE

a good password can save the day

INGREDIENTS:
Letters & numbers with a pinch of Attention

INSTRUCTIONS:
Make it unique!
Use initials/final letters from fav songs, rhymes, quotes, books to make it longer, stronger & memorable. e.g.
Phrase: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
Password: Tabf0tld@26

Mix it well!
Min 10 characters with a blend of numeric, alphanumeric, uppercase, lowercase with a dash of special characters.

Keep it safe!
Use password managers & multi-factor authentication wherever applicable

EXPERT TIP:
Passwords turn stale quickly. Change them periodically or even at the hint of a suspicious activity.

VERDICT:
There's no scope for a bad password. Some things are better complicated!